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BTHK TREE-ROOST & WOODED HABITAT BAT SURVEY

CORE OBJECTIVE
Most bat surveyors can find bats in houses.
The good ones can find houses with bats.
This is because they know which species are associated with certain architectural designs,
and even which structural features to look for: The gable end;
 The wooden barge-board;
 The extended purlin;
 The lifting slate; and
 The badly maintained ridge…
Very few bat surveyors can find bats in trees.
Fewer still can find trees with bats.
The core objective of the course is for you to be able to find the right trees, from a distance,
in any habitat.

We’ll look at medium and high-level roosts used by noctules.
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APPROACH
Over three days we will reinforce or correct the knowledge of tree-roosting ecology held by
tree-care and ecological professionals, in order that they may:1. Confidentially assess the roost potential of individual trees and wooded habitats;
2. Confidently search wooded habitats for Potential Roost Features (PRF);
3. Use the appropriate method to access and inspect individual PRF and to assess the
value of wooded habitat for migrating/commuting and foraging bats;
4. Produce a reasoned account of their findings; and
5. Recommend appropriate actions in respect of their findings.

We’ll look at low-level roosts used by Natterer’s and brown long-eared bats.
This will be achieved by an even combination of classroom and field-work, during which
you will visit neutral and acid habitats and look at tree-roosts occupied by barbastelle,
________________________________________________________________________________________
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Daubenton’s bat, Natterer’s bat, noctule, common and soprano pipistrelle and brown longeared bats.

OVERVIEW
Each day will comprise a mix of indoor modules and field-based exercises in woodland
holding an abundance of PRF and known roosts.
Indoor modules
Indoor modules will encompass PowerPoint lectures supported by tree sections holding
PRF, and the opportunity to get your hands on mapping, inspection and access kit.
Field exercises
Field exercises will comprise mapping, access and an abundance of climbing all over trees
and inspecting the PRF they hold to search for bats as well as a wide variety of treedwelling invertebrates, and discussing what their presence/absence can be used to inform
your inspections, you will also search blue tit nest holes, night-roosts and squirrel dens.
During site visits we will also discuss the implications of tree-roost presence in the context
of development, woodland management and arboriculture in order to pool experiences.

You’ll get plenty of opportunity to use an endoscope to search for bats and field-signs,
and we’ll spend one field module searching for roosts amongst over 100 low-level PRF!
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CONTENT
Day 1
On Day 1 we will:1. Talk about motivation - Review the legislation and case-law in respect of bats;
2. Review BS 8596;
3. Go back to basics with the tree-roosting bats:a. Which species use trees;
b. When they use trees and why;
c. What their general roost preferences are in the most basic terms;
d. What heights they roost at; and
e. Which habitats they favour for roosting.
4. Talk about strategy and break down the component parts of a desk-study;
5. Have an introduction to Potential Roost Features and suitability;
6. Look at the Disease & Decay and Association PRF; and
7. Visit three small coverts to look at Disease & Decay roosts of Daubenton’s bat,
Natterer’s bat, noctule and brown long-eared bat, as well as lots of ivy.

Day 2
On Day 2 we will:1. Talk about Evening emergence v. Dawn-return surveys;
2. Take a detailed look at the Damage group of PRF;
3. Take a close look at field-signs; what’s reliable and what isn’t; and
4. Visit two areas of acid woodland; high forest and coppice, to look at Damage roosts
of barbastelle, Natterer’s bat, Daubenton’s bat, noctule, soprano pipistrelle and
brown long-eared bat.

Day 3
On Day 3 we will:1. Talk about mapping;
2. Review the various access methods;
3. Look closely at PRF recording;
4. Have a big row about survey effort; and
5. Calm down in a ravine woodland where you will demonstrate what you have learned
by finding and recording some PRF and the bats they may hold, using the BTHK
recording form and the various tape measures and inspection kit. Your recording
forms will then be checked by one of the tutors to ensure you are confident and all
your questions have been answered.
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Conclusion
By the close of day three you will:1. Be able to recognise and categorise all the 17 PRF types using the correct
nomenclature;
2. Be able to broadly describe how they form;
3. Be able to suggest the location on the tree they are most likely to be found in
different habitats and topographical situations;
4. Be able to read wooded habitats and suggest which PRF are most likely to be
encountered in different habitats and topographical situations;
5. Be confident to search for PRF and find bat-roosts using field-craft alone;
6. Be familiar with the most effective methods for:a. Ground-mapping;
b. Access; and
c. Inspection.
7. Be familiar with the various tools used to catalogue and inspect a PRF;
8. Be able to confidently catalogue and inspect a PRF and record the results; and
9. Be sufficiently aware of the constraints inherent to tree-roost surveys to provide an
interpretation of what the results of your survey can tell you, and what they cannot.

We’ll discuss the negative effects and positive aspects of the various organisms that
compete with bats for ownership of PRF.
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COURSE TUTORS
Henry Andrews MSc CEcol MCIEEM
Henry Andrews is the primary tutor and will present class lectures and lead the field-trips.
Henry has been working with bats since 2003 and has been climbing trees to survey for
roosts since 2006. He is the author of the Bat Tree Habitat Key and has collected nearly 200
tree-roost records encompassing barbastelle, Bechstein’s bat, Daubenton’s bat, whiskered
bat, Natterer’s bat, noctule, common pipistrelle, soprano pipistrelle and brown long-eared
bat. He is a specialist in finding tree-roosts using field-craft alone and has spoken at
conferences and workshops in England, Wales, Scotland, the Republic of Ireland and
Belgium. He has also picked the brains of bat surveyors and academics across the globe to
fill in gaps in his knowledge, particularly with Leisler’s bat and Nathusius’ pipistrelle.

Louis Pearson BSc MSc GradCIEEM
Louis Pearson comes from a background in marine biology but has been working with bats
since 2013 and assisting Henry with climbing surveys since January 2014. Louis has himself
found and recorded tree-roosts holding Natterer’s bat, common and soprano pipistrelle and
brown long-eared bat and will be presenting classroom modules and assisting Henry with
getting you started on using kit for inspections and ensuring your welfare in the field.

Carrie White BSc GradCIEEM
Carrie White has been racking-up tree-roost records for three years, and even found winter
roosts of brown long-eared bats when she was on maternity leave! Many of the roosts we
will visit were found by Carrie and she has an uncanny knack for finding high-level noctule
roosts. Carrie will be acting as an examiner and guide on Day 3 and will answer as many
questions as you can throw at her.

________________________________________________________________________________________
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COURSE LOCATION
The course will be based in Over Stowey Village Hall, Over Stowey, Bridgwater, Somerset
TA5 1HA and will run from Tuesday 0900hrs, through Thursday 1700hrs.

ACCOMMODATION
On courses we have attended, the accommodation provided has been either brutally Spartan
or communal, or both. Therefore, rather than charge people for accommodation that they
may not like, and force them into each-others company, we have decided to leave the
arrangement of accommodation up to the individual. We will therefore provide any
prospective participant a list of all the accommodation we know of in the locality. This
comprises cheap B&Bs, motels and rather more luxurious guest-houses etc. you can then
make up your own mind where you would like to stay. We will also provide you with a list
of eateries, from burger-bars to restaurants.
We will provide tea, coffee and biscuits for the classroom sessions, but you will have to
bring your own lunch with you on each day, and we recommend you bring a water-bottle.

Your classroom; the Holford Combes.

EVENINGS
The course is run in the winter months so that foliage is down and we can see the trees. We
will therefore not be performing any emergence surveys or night-work as bats won’t be
moving around much.
________________________________________________________________________________________
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We’ll look at the different environmental conditions offered by different PRF at different
times of year, and discuss the implications within the context of repeat surveys.
In addition, you will take a lot of notes and photographs that we recommend you write-up
and download in the evening when the day is fresh in your mind, but, as the days will be
physically demanding, each day will run from 0900hrs until at least 1700hrs (although we
will almost certainly over-run on some days) to leave you time to recap and relax.

LICENSING
Participants will not be required to hold survey licences. Those of you who do not will
either be ‘buddied-up’ with a licensed participant, or with an instructor.

PREPARATION
This is not a ‘beginners’ bat course. It will focus solely on finding tree-roosts using fieldcraft. While you will not be expected to be proficient in finding tree-roosts or tree-roost
survey methods, you will be expected to have a well-rounded grasp of the ecology of each
bat species and at the very least you should be able to identify all the native trees.
To get the most from the course you will be able to walk moderately long distances (c. 2-4
km per day) on steep slopes and uneven ground whilst carrying our own day-bag, plus a
section of surveyors ladder and inspection kit. Ideally, you will be comfortable ascending a
ladder to a minimum height of 4 m. However, if you’re in doubt as to whether you can cope
with the physical aspect then contact Henry on 01278 429290 to discuss your situation.
________________________________________________________________________________________
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We’ll look at a wide range of species, from the very rare to the more common.

EQUIPMENT
We provide:1. GPS;
2. Ladders;
3. Tape measures;
4. Compasses; and
5. Endoscopes (typically one between two).
You will need to bring:1. A weather-writer or waterproof notebook;
2. Retractable pencil and Bic biros in blue, black and red.
3. A digital camera;
4. Binoculars;
5. A small torch; a mini-Maglite is ideal, but a small cree torch or headlamp will be
fine;
6. Sturdy boots; wellingtons will be ok but you are going to be covering a lot of ground
and also climbing up ladders and trees so walking boots will be better;
________________________________________________________________________________________
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7. Proper light-weight field trousers; it is going to rain and you are going to get wet,
anyone wearing jeans will be cold, damp and miserable;
8. A rucksack to use as a day-bag; and
9. Waterproof clothing.
If you have your own endoscope, bring it, regardless of the make and model.

WHAT THE COURSE WILL NOT COVER
Ultrasound, trapping and radio-tracking will be discussed, but not formally covered. For
those wishing to learn this technique I would recommend beginners courses run by Richard
Crompton at Wildwood Ecology or, for those of you wishing to improve existing skills, the
research weeks coordinated by Daniel Whitby of AEWC.
Arboreal climbing is discussed in a classroom module, but will not be demonstrated,
however, kit can be displayed for people to play with. Climbing will not however form an
aspect of the course. Participants wishing to know more can approach the instructors for
guidance.

We’ll get up close and personal
________________________________________________________________________________________
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CPD CERTIFICATION
All course participants will receive a certificate upon completion stating what they achieved.
This course represents advanced CPD and we guarantee you will gain new insight and learn
new information, no matter how long you’ve been working with trees or bats, or both.
With the skills you learn, you’ll search for PRF more effectively and in half the time, you’ll
find more roosts with less effort, and you’ll interpret your survey results with a more
objective mind-set.
This course will benefit you as an individual, and the organisation you work for.
If you’d like more information or to book a place, email Theresa.radcliffe@aecol.co.uk
______________________________
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